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GENERAL COMMENTS 

 

Performance in the 2014 examination was comparable to that of 2013. Many candidates displayed fair 

to excellent levels of linguistic competence, spontaneity and grammatical accuracy. Others were less 

successful in demonstrating mastery of the target language. In 2014, 75.5 per cent of candidates 

earned Grades I–III compared with 77.7 per cent for 2013. 

 

Teachers are again encouraged to continue exposing students to authentic samples of language from 

electronic and paper-based sources to simulate real-life situations in which students may practise the 

target language. Teachers must continue their good work in engaging students in language learning by 

making it relevant, personal and meaningful.  

 

 

                                                      DETAILED COMMENTS  

                                      

                                                    Paper 01 – Multiple Choice  

 

This paper, which comprised two sections, assessed candidates’ ability to (i) listen to and understand a 

number of items in the target language and (ii) read and understand a number of written items. Both 

sections required candidates to have a mastery of essential grammar as prescribed in the CSEC 

syllabus and vocabulary appropriate to this level of competence. The good performance here was 

comparable with that of previous years.  

 

Paper 02 – Free Response 

 

Section I (Question 1) – Directed Situations 

 

This section assessed candidates’ ability to respond in French to ten situations described in English 

which required written responses. All situations drew on functions/notions and settings and topics (see 

syllabus) that should be within the experience of most candidates.  

 

Candidates’ performance on this question was comparable to that of previous years, ranging from ‘No 

Response’ in some instances to ‘Excellent’ in many cases. While many candidates performed well, 

displaying excellent mastery and control of grammatical structures and using a wide range of 

vocabulary and idioms, there were also many candidates who lacked basic knowledge and skills, and 

as a result, they encountered difficulty in this question. 

 

It is not surprising that candidates who performed the best here were those who were able to identify 

the function being assessed and essential elements required in each situation, and respond directly and 

to the point, while avoiding superfluous elements. It is advisable, therefore, that some time be devoted 

by class teachers to assisting learners in developing this valuable and necessary skill. Candidates also 

need to understand that unlike Sections 2 and 3 in this paper, this question requires them to be concise 

and precise with the language, hence the rubric clearly states that they are not to write more than one 

sentence for each response. For their own benefit, they ought to heed this instruction so that they can 

avoid losing marks unnecessarily with long and wordy responses. 
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FUNCTION/NOTION 

 

 

SETTINGS AND TOPICS 

(a) Obligation and punishment 

 

Punishment task in school context 

(b) Expressing dislike 

 

Food items, home context 

(c) Congratulating and encouraging 

 

Performance in a football match 

(d) Stating intentions 

 

After-school activities or career choices 

(e) Quantifying and listing 

 

Grocery items with quantities 

(f) Giving advice 

 

Storm precautions, newspaper 

(g) Explaining absence 

 

Email, declining an invitation with reason 

(h) Giving a reminder 

 

Reminder, items of school uniform 

(i) Describing weather 

 

Weather forecast 

(j) Expressing gratitude 

 

Note of thanks for a specific gift item 

 

 

Specific Comments on Individual Situations 

 

Situation (a) 

 

In this situation, candidates were required to state the punishment that a student was to receive for 

breaking a school rule. While many were able to identify the function of ‘obligation’ and respond 

appropriately and correctly using the verb ‘devoir’, others were unable to gain full marks as a result of 

their omission of this essential element. Quite a number of candidates used the interdiction ‘il est 

interdit de …’ which was inappropriate here and thus incurred a penalty. The imperative mood was 

commonly used, as in ‘*Nettoies la salle de bains’ and ‘Reste chez toi pour trois jours.’ Both these 

responses lacked the element of obligation which was essential in this question. Another challenge 

here was candidates’ lack of understanding as to what constitutes a punishment, as was evident in the 

response ‘Tu vas au bureau du directeur’ and ‘*Tu téléphones * tes parents tout de suite’. 

 

Situation (b) 

 

Many candidates scored full marks for this item which required them to state one thing that they did 

not like to eat. However, a major challenge for some candidates was the inability to use the definite 

article correctly, with many opting instead for the partitive article as in ‘Je n’aime pas manger *du 

porc’. Also, many seemed to be unaware that when two or more verbs are used, the first one is 

conjugated and the others are left in the infinitive form. Hence they wrote ‘Je n’aime pas *mange le 

poulet.’  A number of candidates simply stated what they eat, totally ignoring the function of 

expressing dislike, (‘Je ne mange pas *du porc’) while others stated what they would like to eat, ‘Je 

voudrais manger du poulet’. These errors may be avoided if candidates read the questions more 

carefully. The better candidates were very direct and to the point with their responses, as in ‘Je déteste 

les fruits de mer.’ 
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Situation (c) 

 

This question posed the greatest challenge. It required them to congratulate and encourage a friend 

who had won a football match. While a fair number of candidates were able to respond appropriately 

and correctly, as in ‘Félicitations et continue à jouer bien au football’, others were only able to score 

marks for the first element of congratulating, either omitting the second part of the response or failing 

to express an appropriate encouragement, as in ‘*Je suis contente pour toi’.  A significant number 

offered no response to this element. Many candidates who used ‘espérer que’ seemed unaware that it 

should be followed by the future tense in this case. ‘Félicitations’ was widely known but often 

misspelt. ‘Congratulations’ was also very common and often misspelt. 

 

Situation (d) 

 

For this situation, candidates were required to state two things that they were going to do after school. 

Here, “after school” was interpreted in two ways: i) after school on that day and ii) after finishing 

school, and both interpretations were accepted. In attempting to state two intentions/activities, the 

majority of candidates were able to score some marks, but many had difficulty with tense formation 

and usage. Only the better candidates were able to use the immediate future or future tense correctly 

and many opted to use the present tense. It was not unusual to see incorrect grammatical structures 

like ‘*Je suis vais’, ‘*Je suis fais’ and even ‘*Je suis alle’. A significant number of candidates also 

used the verb ‘visiter’ where ‘rendre visite à’ was needed. Inconsistency with the sequence of tenses 

used by candidates was noted. 

 

Situation (e) 

 

Although this situation seemed to be very straightforward, many candidates found it challenging. 

They were required to list two grocery items that they wished to buy, including the quantity for each 

item.  The most common error was the use of non-grocery items such as clothing and stationery, for 

example, ‘Je veux deux chemises *verts et une robe rouge’ and ‘J’achète une chemise et un stylo’. 

Clearly, there is need for more careful reading by candidates. Many were unable to render appropriate 

expressions of quantity, sometimes using ‘un kilomètre de’ and using partitive articles instead of ‘de,’ 
as in ‘Je voudrais *achiever un kilo *des pommes *du terre et *un livre *du poulet’. Many candidates 

were able to circumvent this by simply using numbers for the quantity, as in ‘Je voudrais un pain et 

deux pommes’. Many gave a price for items instead, as in ‘dix pommes de terre pour cinq euros’ and 

‘*le planton - dix dollars, le stylo - sept dollars’.  

 

Situation (f) 

  

For this situation, candidates were required to state two precautions that should be taken during a 

storm as published in a newspaper. It was refreshing to see many candidates using authentic and fully 

appropriate precautions as in ‘Coupez tous les *arbes *prés de la maison et achetez beaucoup d’eau’. 

However, a common mistake was the use of interdictions ‘Il est interdit de …’ and ‘Défense de …’ 
Many opted for the use of the imperative to give the precaution but a significant number of them used 

the familiar singular form as in ‘*Reste à la maison et *achète beaucoup de nourriture’. Many also 

had difficulty using the infinitive in the negative as in ‘Ne *quitter pas *ta maison’.  

 

Situation (g) 

 

Candidates were required to explain in an email to a friend why they could not attend an event. The 

level of performance was very good for the most part. However, some candidates failed to indicate 

their inability to attend the event, merely providing an explanation or expressing an apology. In these 

cases only partial credit was awarded. The verb ‘attendre’ was often used by candidates to convey the 

idea of ‘attend’. 
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Situation (h) 

 

Candidates were required to issue a reminder to their mother to buy an item needed to complete their 

uniform. The element of reminder was omitted frequently, as in ‘Il faut acheter une ceinture’, and 

candidates used items unrelated to the school uniform, such as ‘un sac’ and ‘des stylos’. Although 

many candidates knew the word ‘oublier’, the spelling and use in the negative posed problems. 

 

Situation (i) 

  

In this situation, candidates were required to write the weather forecast for tomorrow in a message to 

their friends. While most were able to score marks here, many used the present tense instead of the 

future and a significant number demonstrated lack of knowledge of the need to use ‘faire’ with 

weather expressions. ‘Il *sera chaud’ and ‘Il *est *soliel’ were often used. In attempting to render 

‘demain’ there were many variations in the spelling and some candidates even used ‘hier’. 

 

Situation (j) 

 

This situation was very well done for the most part by the majority of candidates. They were required 

to write a note of gratitude to a relative for a specific gift received. The main difficulty here was 

candidates’ failure to specify the gift. Many, however, provided excellent responses.   

 

Recommendations 

 

It is advisable for teachers to guide students in how to approach the directed situations by identifying 

the function being tested in each situation, the essential elements (usually two elements) and the 

vocabulary they have learnt which could be used to respond to each situation. Candidates can lose 

marks unnecessarily in this question by the inclusion of redundancies in their answers. 

                                  

Section II (Questions 2 and 3) – Letter or Composition 

 

This section assessed candidates’ ability to produce a piece of writing in French of about 130–150 

words based on an outline given in English. Candidates had the choice of writing either a letter or a 

composition.  

 

The responses ranged from excellent to poor.  The two questions dealt with topics to which candidates 

were well able to relate, namely sitting an examination and travel to a French-speaking territory. 

Hence, candidates chose the letter and the composition in equal proportions and on the whole 

displayed a good grasp of the vocabulary, idiom and structures relevant to each title. Performance was 

similar on both questions. Few candidates offered no response at all to the question, a testimony to 

teachers’ efforts to provide opportunities for their students to practise written composition skills, 

while others ventured boldly beyond the 170-word limit. These infractions had to be taken into 

consideration and such candidates were penalized for writing too little or too much. 

 

There is also a tendency among candidates, also noted by Oral Examiners this year, to use the present 

tense indiscriminately, particularly when trying to render an idea which requires the passé composé. 

Inaccuracy of expression impeded the flow and coherence of the writing of average to weak 

candidates and candidates must be encouraged to check their work for errors.  It was not uncommon 

to find an essay, for example, where the word Guadeloupe is spelt correctly in the first line and 

thereafter in several different ways (Guadelope, Guadaloupe etc). Few candidates seemed to have 

done a rough copy of their essay and corrected and improved on it before submission. The time 

allotted for the completion of this paper allows for this to be done and teachers need to practise such 

techniques with their students, as well as techniques for checking their work once it has been written, 

in order to eliminate avoidable errors. 
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Question 2: The Letter 

 

(i) Rubric 

Generally candidates wrote on all four sections of the letter but wrote more prolifically for the 

first two sections. The third and final sections often consisted of one sentence only. If 

candidates are trained to paragraph their work, they may become more aware of this 

imbalance. The imbalance affects the mark they achieve, since the final cue in the rubric 

invites candidates to showcase additions to the range of idiom and grammatical structure in 

their essay, using in this case, for example, additional lexical elements, the passé composé 

(possibly using the first person plural and the third person singular and plural) and the future 

tense and/or expressions of intention.  Candidates must be made aware that if they exceed the 

word limit, their response beyond the limit is not considered for credit in the mark awarded. 

 

The improvement in the use of the correct format for letter headings and greetings, salutations 

and closure was again evident this year. There was evidence that teachers had prepared their 

students well for opening and closing remarks in the letter, for example, ‘Je termine cette 

lettre en te souhaitant bonne chance avec tes examens’ or ‘j'ai eu l'agréable surprise de voir 

ta carte dans ma boîte aux lettres.’  One excellent performance on this question included the 

idiom ‘Il faut que je ne pratique pas la politique de l'autruche’ before the candidate went on 

to relate his/her likely failure of the French examination. This year candidates did not make 

these remarks too long at the expense of dealing with the requirements of the set topic within 

the word limit, although many failed to use paragraphs to give structure to their letter.  More 

able candidates paid attention to their style of writing and sought to engage the reader in the 

accounts they related. 

 

In response to the first cue for the letter, some candidates chose to mention a subject other 

than French even though it was explicitly required in the question.  Many did not demonstrate 

knowledge of essential vocabulary by bypassing terms such as ‘passer un examen’, ‘ne pas 

réussir à un examen’.  Some wanted to express ‘I failed it’ using the verb ‘échouer à 

l'examen’ but had not mastered the use of ‘y’ as in ‘j'y ai échoué’ or ‘je n'y ai pas réussi’.  In 

addressing how they prepared for the examination, few candidates used the expression ‘se 

préparer pour l'examen’.  

 

In mentioning their feelings on the morning of the examination, some candidates had 

difficulty expressing ‘le matin/jour de l'examen’. However, there was some good use of idiom 

in this section; for example, ‘ma mère m'a dit de respirer profondément’. Generally, 

candidates neglected to use the pluperfect: ‘j'étais calme parce que* j'ai étudié’. Many 

seemed to think that ‘timide’ was a suitable synonym for ‘nerveux/nerveuse’. Expressing ‘for’ 

in the past was also challenging, for example: ‘J'ai étudié pour l'examen *depuis trois jours 

seulement’. In some instances, prepositions and conjunctions were not used well, as in 

‘*avant de je suis partie **ma maison’ and ‘avant de ce test’. Finally, better use needed to be 

made of the conditional: ‘Tous les étudiants étaient sûrs qu'ils *réussiront’. 

 

The third cue was handled well, with candidates mentioning a variety of causes for stress, 

such as tiredness, illness or studying for the wrong exam. However, many seemed unaware of 

the verb ‘s'endormir’. Oftentimes, ‘during the exam’ was incorrectly expressed as ‘dans 

l'examen’. 

 

The most frequent problem observed in dealing with the final point seemed to be the word 

‘prochain’ and, in particular, its position in relation to the noun. Many wrote ‘*l'examen 

prochain' and ‘*la prochaine année’. 
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 (ii)  Range of vocabulary and idiom 

 

Candidates generally demonstrated knowledge of the essential vocabulary and idiom for the 

context of examination preparation and performance. However, there were many errors of 

spelling and accents (*dificle,*dejuener,*tres). Invented words and expressions (*un 

topic,*manger santé) were also evident. Interference of English and Spanish in vocabulary 

and sentence formation was evident in the scripts of the weaker candidates (*assistir, 

*disaster,*mes parents est s’il plait pas avec mes results, *ma francais exam, *retourner 

maison). 

  

(iii)       Knowledge and mastery of essential grammar 

 

The letter required the use of the passé composé as well as the imperfect tense in the first 

three sections. Many candidates were only able to write in the present tense or made errors in 

attempting to form the passé composé, especially with reflexive verbs. Verb formation in 

general was  weak.  Better candidates used verb tenses skilfully (je me coucherai plus tôt, je 

n’étais pas calme, j’ai *decidé *à changer mes moyens d’étudier). However, many candidates 

had problems supplying correct verb forms (*j’était, *j’étudieras, *ma soeur aiderai moi, *je 

prierais, *je n’ai sais pas, *j’ai lis). Gender of nouns was often incorrect (un problème; quel 

dommage; quelle  horreur). The verb ‘travailler’ was often used for ‘to travel.’ Expressions 

of time posed problems to candidates (le matin, huit heures du matin, du soir, hier matin). 

Failure to differentiate between temps and fois and between tard and en retard was common. 

On the whole the more proficient candidates wrote with a pleasing range of expression in this 

letter. Inaccuracy was the main impediment to the coherence and flow of the candidates’ 

writing. Below is an example of a good letter as submitted by a candidate.                 

                                                                    

                                                                                                   Port-of-Spain, le 6 mars, 2012 

Cher Thomas 

J’espère que tu vas bien. Comme tu *sait déjà, *recemment j’ai passé un examen de français 

et il était terrible ! Il y a deux mois, j’ai commencé d’étudier le français avec mes amis 

*Martiniquais. J’ai lu *les romans français, j’ai écrit des passages et aussi j’ai écouté de la 

musique française. 

Malheureusement, le matin de l’examen, j’étais très nerveuse et j’ai eu mal à *l’éstomac. J’ai 

pressenti que j’échouerais. Pendant l’examen j’étais triste parce que les questions éaient trop 

*difficult et je n’ai rien su. J’ai oublié *tout les réponses, le vocabulaire, les verbes et même 

*l’adjectifs. Que je suis bête! C’était mauvais. 

Pourtant, pour *l’examen prochain j’étudierai dur et je réussirai. Je commencerai * étudier 

trois mois avant l’examen et ce sera parfait! J’essayerai *voyager à *Martinique pour 

*practiquer le français avec mes copains et j’aurai besoin de ton aide. A bientôt. 

                        

*Groses bises 

             Félicité 
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CANDIDATE’S RESPONSE  

 

CORRECTIONS REQUIRED 

 

CORRECT RESPONSE 

Sait Verb ending sais 

Recemment Accent récemment 

Martiniquais Incorrect capitalisation martiniquais 

Les Incorrect article des 

L’éstomac Accent l’estomac 

Difficult Use of English difficile 

Tout Agreement tous 

L’adjectifs Incorrect article les adjectifs 

L’examen prochain Word order Le prochain examen 

Etudier Omission of preposition à étudier 

Voyager Omission of preposition de voyager 

Martinique Use of article la Martinique 

Practiquer Spelling pratiquer 

Groses Spelling Grosses 

 

 

Question 3: The Composition 

 

This year, the essay seemed a more popular option with candidates than usual, probably due to their 

familiarity with the topic (Travel) in the syllabus.  
Some candidates were able to demonstrate their knowledge of French culture by effectively using (in 

French) the names of Parisian monuments and French dishes in the composition. Although not in the 

majority, some candidates failed to respect the word limit.  

 
  (i) Rubric and mastery of grammar and vocabulary 

The first cue required candidates to state where, when and how they got to their French- 

speaking destination.  However, several candidates had difficulty in expressing the mode of 

transport used (e.g. *‘à avion’), the date and/or an appropriate destination in French. The verb 

‘travailler’ was often used to mean ‘to travel’. Instances of incorrect gender occurred 

frequently and the incorrect preposition was frequently used before countries and cities.  

Finally, far too many candidates believed that ‘journée’ meant ‘journey/trip’ (‘seulement une 

heure de* journée’). 
The second cue required that candidates mention some of the activities they engaged in 

during their trip.  The responses given by many candidates suggested that more time needed 

to be spent planning logical activities.  Some candidates wrote about going to the beach in 

Paris or buying local fruits there.  Still others mentioned parents/siblings being present on the 

trip.  
Perhaps the most challenging of the cues was the third, which required candidates to mention 

a few things that went wrong during the trip.  Here, many candidates opted to list a series of 

unfortunate events without connecting them, or tried to express complicated ideas in the 

target language.  On many occasions, the passé composé was incorrectly expressed, with 

candidates failing to use the correct auxiliary verb or any auxiliary at all.  Agreement of the 

past participle was also cause for concern.  Not many candidates were able to combine 

effectively the imperfect and the passé composé, or employ the passive voice or the 

subjunctive after ‘jusqu'à ce que’ (e.g. ‘C'était super *jusqu'à j'étais perdu’, or after ‘vouloir’ 

as in *‘Je l'ai voulu venir pour me calmer.’)  The perfect infinitive was rarely used (‘après 

fait du shopping’).   It must also be mentioned that the word ‘for’ used in the context of 

expressing a past action was often rendered as ‘pour’ when ‘pendant’ was necessary in the 

context. Prepositions were sometimes not used correctly, ‘depuis’ instead of ‘après’ 

(*‘Depuis, nous sommes allés à un restaurant’), and ‘devant’ when the candidate should have 

used ‘avant’. As in the letter, ‘malheureusement’ was challenging for many candidates.  

Many of them used the adverb ‘mal’ where ‘mauvais’ was needed.  Ce qui/ce que were not 
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used when required (‘Je ne sais pas *qu'est-ce que s'est passé’).  In addition, candidates must 

bear in mind that ‘the next day’ in an account in the past is ‘le lendemain/le jour suivant.’ 
The final cue gave candidates the opportunity to use the future tense for the most part. One 

candidate used the word ‘éviter’ correctly here but candidates must be reminded that this is 

not a translation.  Words in the cues do not necessarily have to be used in the answer.  Apart 

from incorrect tense formation and usage, candidates experienced difficulty in expressing the 

idea ‘the next time’ (‘*le temps prochaine’). 

 

Below is an example of a good composition submitted by a candidate. 

La semaine dernière le club de français de mon école a organisé une excursion à Fort-de-France, 

Martinique, * pendent le week-end. On a décidé de prendre le *bâteau parce que c’est moins cher que 

prendre l’avion. Nous sommes partis le vendredi et heureusement la mer était calme. L’hôtel était 

situé au sud de la ville dans un quartier très animé. 

Le lendemain on a fait du shopping au centre commercial. C’était très grand mais les magasins 

étaient très chers. Ensuite on a visité le théâtre en plein centre ville. La pièce était nul parce que je 

n’ai rien compris ! Finalement on est allés à la plage et que c’était sale, cette plage! Quelle journée! 

En rentrant à l’hôtel je me suis rendu compte que ma valise n’était pas là. « Au voleur ! Au voleur ! » 

Ai-je crié.  « Quelqu’un a volé toutes nos valises ! » Quel *domage !  

La prochaine fois on va demander plus de *renseignement **du quartier de l’hôtel. Et aussi du pays. 

 

Candidate’s  response Corrections required Correct response 

Pendent Spelling  Pendant 

Bâteau Accent Bateau 

Domage Spelling Dommage 

Renseignement Pluralisation Renseignements 

Du quartier Omission Au sujet du quartier 

 

 
Recommendations 

 
The following are recommended 

 

• The practice of having students check their work in class before submission 
• The teaching of free writing skills to students as early as Form 1, beginning with sentences 

and short paragraphs. 

• The teaching of specific essay-writing skills to students of Forms 4 and 5, including use of 

connectives, range of language, paragraphing and respect for the word limit. Students 

continue to write at unnecessary length on the first two components of the letter/composition 

and dismiss the final component in one sentence, thereby depriving themselves of the 

opportunity to showcase a wider range of expression. 

• Practising with students on how to build their essay/letter around what they know to express 

in French rather than what they do not know to express. Looking up words in a dictionary 

encourages students to write what they do not know and so end up using phrases that they do 

not really understand, since words also take their meanings from the context in which they are 

used. Dictionary use for essay writing should be discouraged except for checking purposes. 

• Identifying with students some structures which introduce a wider range of expression into 

their writing.  
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Section III (Questions 4 and 5) Contextual Announcement or Contextual Dialogue 

 

Question 4: Contextual Announcement 

 

At this sitting, most candidates attempted to present a response to this section. There were fewer 

candidates offering no response to the question than in previous years. This year the announcement 

proved to be the more popular option, although a few candidates presented scripts with both 

announcement and dialogue. In addition, most candidates respected the word limit and this year fewer 

candidates were penalized for producing a response that was too short or too long. However, it is of 

note that there continues to be a strong influence of the mother tongue and/or creole in candidates’ 

writing in French. 

 

(i) Rubric 

 

In general, candidates responded satisfactorily to the cues. Many, however, appeared to 

ignore the fact that the announcement was for a local newspaper, and wrote as if it were for 

their school notice board. 

Cue (ii) was the most challenging with many misinterpreting the reason required and giving 

responses such as to raise funds for the club. Many just did not know how to explain it.  A 

common rendition was ‘*on a besoin de plus personnes s’amuser’. However, there were some 

who were able to explain the reason, using apt vocabulary such as ‘tarif’, ‘réduction’, ‘prix 

abordable’ and ‘remise’. 

Many were not specific regarding who could participate (cue iii), giving responses such as 

‘tout le monde’.  A few candidates did not understand the word ‘francophone’ and thus gave 

non-francophone countries in their responses. However, the majority did, and most used the 

Caribbean islands as well as France and even La Réunion. 

Candidates showed sound cultural knowledge in responding to cue iv. They mentioned, for 

example, ‘la Tour Eiffel, les Champs- Elysées, Le Louvre, La Cathédrale de Notre Dame, la 

Seine, Marseille’. Activities in the French-speaking islands included ‘visiter la plage’, ‘aller 

au cinéma’ and ‘aller aux cascades’. There were a few who had difficulty spelling the French 

monuments and also some who placed the Eiffel Tower in Guadeloupe or Martinique. 

 

(ii) Knowledge of grammar 

 

Some candidates used the present and imperfect tenses where the conditional or future tenses 

were required. Many also had difficulty in expressing the present continuous tense, which is 

the equivalent of the present tense (e.g. ‘*nous sommes organiser, *nous sommes inviter vous, 

*le club est chercher, *le club est voyage à Paris’). Some used the verb visiter followed by à.  

Candidates must be commended for accuracy in the use of the verb avoir with age. However, 

they often used the wrong prepositions in front of the countries (e.g. *à France, *au 

Guadeloupe, *à Martinique, *au Paris). 

 

Candidates this year again experienced challenges with noun/adjective agreement. Further, 

the majority did not remember to put le in front of the telephone number and to use the 

preposition à after the verb téléphoner. Some candidates still have not mastered the use of the 

irregular verb, aller, in both present and past tenses, as in ‘*ils allent’ and ‘*cela aller’. Many 

displayed a good understanding of the placement of object pronoun, (e.g. ‘nous vous 

invitons’, ‘trouvez-nous sur facebook’ and ‘n’hésitez pas à me contacter’). However, the 

positioning of noun and adjectives proves problematic for some, for example, ‘*un 

francophone pays’, ‘*un français pays’ and ‘*un français club’. The registers tu and vous 

continued to pose problems for candidates, with many being inconsistent in their use. Also, 

candidates need to be reminded that beaucoup is always followed by de. 
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(iii) Use of vocabulary 

 

There was evidence of Spanish interference in the responses of some candidates (e.g. 

informacion, viaje, attencion, todas, personas). Some candidates used puis and alors as well 

as gens and personnes interchangeably. Too often, informatiques was written instead of 

informations, intéressant was confused with intéressé, as in *‘êtes-vous intéressant?’ and 

*participater replaced participer. Some candidates made careless spelling errors with words 

used repeatedly throughout their responses such as *Martnique, while pouvoir was used by 

some candidates instead of savoir to refer to knowing a language.  

 

On the positive side, good use of vocabulary was also noted, in expressions such as: 

 

 On doit au moins avoir dix ans   

On est obligé d’avoir un passeport   

Sinon, ça coûtera deux mille dollars  

Merci beaucoup à l’avance  

Vous êtes tombé au bon endroit  

Un événement/voyage à ne pas manquer  

Le prix sera réduit  

Goûter les plats exotiques  

C’est avec plaisir que 

Le club est fier d’organiser  

Pour participer vous devez avoir entre 12 et 18 ans  

Un restaurant cinq étoiles  

Visitez notre site web 

 

Below is a good script that was submitted by a candidate. 

 

Est-ce que vous parlez *courrament le français ? Ça vous intéresse *de aller *au pays *de 

francophone ? Maintenant vous avez *l’ocassion *pour aller au pays le plus magnifique, la France, et 

c’est simple comme bonjour. Le club de français dans l’école qui s’appelle Bishop Anstey vous invite, 

car il y a soixante pour *cents de remise pour les groupes de trente personnes et il n’y a que vingt 

personnes. En France nous visiterons le Louvre, *le Tour Eiffel, des châteaux, des parcs d’attraction. 

Nous resterons dans un hôtel cinq étoiles et nous irons aux restaurants où les repas sont délicieux. Ne 

manquez pas cette *ocassion. Pour *tous renseignement, téléphonez **ce numéro: 333 5610 

 

Candidate response Correction required Correct response 

Courrament Spelling Couramment 

De aller Elision D’aller 

Pays de francophone Redundancy Pays francophone 

L’ocassion Spelling L’occasion 

Cents Pluralisation Cent 

Le Tour Eiffel Gender La Tour Eiffel 

Tous Pluralisation Tout 

Téléphonez ce numéro Omission Téléphonez à ce numéro 
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Question 5: Contextual Dialogue 

 

(i) Use of cues 

 

 Most cues were addressed, though some not accurately. For the first cue many candidates did 

not know how to give an invitation to ask questions, often using ‘est-ce que je peux vous 

aider?’ instead of ‘comment est-ce que …?’. Many others neglected to give an invitation to 

ask questions.  

 

 Cue 2 was the most misinterpreted. Many candidates related what could be done in 

Martinique without specifying how to get around. For those who gave means of transport, it 

was often accompanied by the wrong preposition as in à autobus and au taxi. 

 

 The third cue was also misunderstood often, with several candidates giving directions to the 

airport instead of indicating whether or not Roger would have been picked up. 

  

 Candidates were generally creative in giving advice to Roger, although some had difficulty in 

developing their ideas. 

 

 Most candidates knew how to express ‘you’re welcome’, although there were sometimes 

errors in spelling. 

 

 Candidates need to read cues carefully to know what gender is required.  Some used the 

feminine form of verbs, for example, * ‘je suis allée’, whilst the required gender was evident 

from the word ‘monsieur’ at the end of the dialogue. Some candidates inserted apt responses 

in the wrong place. Candidates need to carefully read the preceding and following lines before 

inserting responses. 

 

   (ii) Use of grammar 

 

 Candidates had difficulty in conjugating the reflexive verb ‘s’habiller’, especially in the 

infinitive form. 

 

(iv) Use of vocabulary 

 

 ‘*Demander des questions’ was a common error. Some failed to recognize ‘famille 

d’accueil’. Some candidates did not know the word for ‘suit’, using ‘*un suit’. However, 

others correctly used ‘un comple’. Some also gave options for girls. A few candidates 

misinterpreted ‘un bal’, assuming that it was sport-related. Others did not consider it a formal 

event, mentioning the possibility of wearing casual outfits. Occasionally very literal 

translations appeared, for example, ‘*avoir un bon temps/heure’. Careless spelling errors 

continued to detract from candidates’ work. 

 

On the other hand, good use of idioms was also noted, as in  

Je vous en prie / je t’en prie  

Merci *pour ecouter mes conseils  

Qu’est-ce que tu veux savoir?  

Une voiture de location. 
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Recommendations 

 

Candidates should number their questions accurately using the appropriate number/section on the 

question paper and be reminded to respond to EITHER the announcement OR the dialogue. Some 

seem to deliberately attempt both in an attempt to get marks. Candidates should try to stay within the 

word limit and should be made aware of the resulting deduction in marks if they exceed the limit. 

 

Below is an example of a good contextual announcement submitted by a candidate. 

 

Roger: Merci d’avoir accepté de me parler. 

Vous: Pas de problème, Roger. Je suis disponible maintenant. Tu as des questions?      

Roger: Comment on va faire pour les sorties et les visites? 

Vous: Tu peux louer une voiture. Ce n’est pas cher. Il y a le *metro et l’autobus dans *le ville 

aussi. 

Roger: Bien, et est-ce qu’on viendra me chercher à l’aéroport aussi ? 

Vous: Oui, quand tu *arrives, il y aura un homme qui viendra pour toi. 

Le touriste: Parlez-nous un peu du bal dont on parle dans le programme. 

Vous: Le bal sera le vingt-cinq mars. Il sera dans la mairie en face de la banque. 

Roger: Et est-ce que je vais pouvoir inviter ma famille d’accueil? 

Vous: Oui bien *sur. Tu peux inviter ta famille 

Roger: Et comment est-ce qu’il faut s’habiller pour ce bal ? C’est une activité formelle ? 

Vous: Généralement les hommes mettent les chemisiers et les pantalons et les femmes mettent 

les robes fantastiques. 

Roger: Avez-vous un dernier conseil? 

Vous: Il ne faut pas être dehors après *le minuit. 

Roger: Merci encore monsieur.  

Vous: Pas de problème. 

 

Candidate response Correction required Correct response 

Metro Accent Métro 

Le ville Gender La ville 

Arrives Verb tense Arriveras 

Bien sur Accent Bien sûr 

Le minuit Article redundant  Minuit 

 

 

Section IV Reading Comprehension 

 

General Comments 

 

This section assesses candidates’ ability to read and understand a short passage in French. The 

questions on the passage and candidates’ answers are in English.  

 

The reading passage for 2014 was well within the capability of the candidates and the topic was 

familiar to them.  Most candidates performed satisfactorily, with a significant number of them scoring 

good to excellent marks. Some answers submitted were ambiguous owing to shortcomings in 

candidates’ use of English. Although no penalty is applied for candidates’ incorrect use of English, 

candidates may lose marks if poor English makes it unclear whether they have understood the French. 

 

The passages used for testing comprehension are very concise texts that are generally between 130 

and 150 words. There is therefore little room for redundancy with this restricted content. In classroom 

practice, students should be encouraged to identify the key words or elements in the questions as a 

preliminary strategy, before attempting to answer the questions. This might help them to read 

critically and arrive at a sound understanding of the text.  
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Comments on Individual Questions  

 

(a) On what day does this incident occur? 

Most candidates were able to supply the correct answer to this question. However, the 

wording of some answers suggested that the candidates thought that the return to school was 

solely Chantal’s and not the first day of school for everyone, after the summer holidays. 

Incorrect answers identified the day of the Maths test, her birthday and the day she brought 

the cell phone to school as the day the incident occurred. 

 

(b) Where is Chantal and why is it unusual for her to be in that place? 

Most candidates had difficulty in accurately stating that Chantal was ouside/in front of/before 

the Principal’s office. The prepositions in/at/by were not acceptable for the allocation of the 

first mark. There were some misinterpretations of the phrase bureau du directeur, such as 

board/board of directors/ waterfall/ plane. For the other required element most candidates 

correctly responded that it was because Chantal was a good/well-behaved student.  

 

(c) What milestone did Chantal celebrate during the vacation? 

Many candidates understood that the milestone was Chantal’s sixteenth birthday but it was 

apparent that some were unfamiliar with ordinal numbers, as they incorrectly referred to her 

sixth, sixteenth, sixtieth and seventieth birthday. Candidates who did not observe the mark 

allocation for the question simply answered her birthday and scored only a partial mark. The 

word “milestone” was a challenge for weaker candidates, with some referring to diamond. 

 

(d) From whom did Chantal receive the cellphone? 

This question was well handled, with rare occurrences of incorrect answers such as her niece, 

her uncle’s daughter, her aunt’s daughter. 

 

(e) Why did Chantal receive the cell phone on this occasion? 

Again candidates generally identified the correct answer that it was because Chantal was his 

favourite niece. Various incorrect answers were offered by candidates who offered their own 

speculations such as the fact that Chantal was now mature enough to own a cellphone or cell 

phones are essential. 

 

(f) State three things which Chantal could do with her cell phone. 

Most candidates correctly provided three of the four possible responses. A few failed to be 

precise, writing, for example, that Chantal could send texts/receive emails/watch videos/video 

chat.  

 

(g) Give two reasons why Chantal took the cell phone to school. 

Again candidates scored well on this question, although some were too imprecise as when, for 

example, they stated that Chantal wanted to show off to people when the correct answer was 

that she wanted to show the phone to her friends and make them jealous 

 

(h) What was Chantal doing when the cell phone rang? 

Incorrect answers were rare for this question. 

 

(i) What reminder did the teacher give to Chantal? 

Again the question was well answered. Candidates understood that cell phones were 

prohibited but instead of making it clear that this applied to the school 

premises/compound/building, some forfeited a mark by stating that they were banned in class 

or during a test. 

 

(j) Why was this situation embarrassing for Chantal? 

This question challenged the candidate to synthesize the information in the passage.  

Candidates struggled to convey the reason for Chantal’s embarrassment and in the process 
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included in their answers information that was not given in the passage, such as that Chantal 

was scolded by the teacher, disturbed the test because she was seated right in front of the 

teacher or was mocked by her friends for boasting. They were expected to give a full enough 

answer to be awarded the three marks allocated. However, a full response required more than 

simply relating the events of the story, and should have conveyed the information that this 

well-behaved student, in an attempt to show off her phone to her friends, broke the school 

rules and got into trouble. 

 

Recommendations 

 

Candidates must be reminded that they should draw inferences from the comprehension alone and 

beware of offering answers based on their personal experiences.  

 

Candidates must note the marks allotted to a question and be guided as to the number of necessary 

elements required in their response.  

 

 Candidates must re-read their responses to ensure that they make sense in English and that no words 

are missing as this can distort the meaning. 

 

Candidates should be encouraged to respond concisely in order to avoid ambiguity in their response.  

 

Candidates must note that they will not gain marks for reproducing French words from the passage.  

  

Paper 03 — Oral Examination 

 

This paper assessed candidates’ ability to (i) produce appropriate responses in the target language in a 

number of situations; (ii) read aloud a short passage in the target language; and (iii) respond in the 

target language to general questions based on four topics, School, Travel, Home and Family and 

Shopping. The same four topics were the themes of the reading passages, hence creating a natural 

flow from one task to another.  

  

 As in previous years, performance in the oral examination ranged from weak to excellent. This year 

examiners generally were not satisfied with the performance of candidates on the reading passages 

and suggested that more practice was needed in this area. Candidates’ responses to the oral situations 

were generally adequate, despite some short responses and some vocabulary difficulties. However, 

there is still cause for concern when examiners stated that some candidates remained silent or 

responded with “Je ne sais pas” or “I pass” in this section of the examination.   

 

 The main challenge for candidates in the guided conversation was to produce accurate answers but 

candidates nevertheless acquitted themselves quite well overall in this section, and found the 

questions generally within their grasp.   

 

Section I — Responses to Situations 

  

In this section, candidates for the most part demonstrated that they were well prepared. They 

displayed a good degree of knowledge of the vocabulary required to communicate ideas appropriately 

and their responses tended to be adequate. Many candidates manipulated grammatical structures with 

some degree of accuracy and range of idiom. However, several lexical deficiencies were mentioned 

by the examiners who noted that candidates needed to learn how to rephrase their ideas whenever they 

encountered such a challenge. The following were problems frequently mentioned by examiners in 

their reports:  

 

• Failure to express the French for elevator, luggage, refreshment, bill, computer, examination, 

repair 

• Confusion of visiter and rendre visite, travailler and marcher, il est chaud and il fait chaud 
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• Difficulty giving simple instructions in French («*Fais-tu la lessive! » « '*Tu ne manges pas 

ici ! ») 

• Difficulty with negation («*Ne probleme pas») 

• Noun/adjective and subject/verb agreement  

• Object pronouns rarely correct (« *J’attendrai tu » « *Mon amie…a donné moi ») 

• Confusion of aller, avoir, faire and être 

•  Errors of register, tu and vous in the same sentence 

•  Present tense used indiscriminately  

 

However, examiners noted some excellent use of idiom and correct grammar in this section, such as: 

 

•  Je veux que tu fasses la lessive 

•  Quelle coïncidence! 

•  Vous voudriez quelque chose à boire, mademoiselle? 

•  J’aimerais acheter cet ordinateur là-bas 

•  Ce qui m’a plu le plus, c’était… 

 

Section II — Reading Passage 

 

Again this year most comments about the reading indicated that candidates found it to be the most 

challenging of the three sections.  However, the passages did enable examiners to discriminate clearly 

between skilled readers with a good command of the sound system and those candidates who were 

unable to respond to the demands of reading a continuous passage. Examiners commented that many 

candidates struggled to show comprehension, fluency, correct intonation and even correct 

pronunciation of discrete sounds. Teachers may need to re-examine the amount of time and the 

methods used to foster good performance in this section. 

 

The following were commonly mentioned as deficiencies: 

 

•  Anglicization and Hispanicization of words (éducation, attractions, en, que) 

•  Vocalization of final consonants and silent –e endings  

•  Careless errors, for example, il for elle, un and une 

•  Failure to produce common liaisons (trois étages, en acier, ses ancêtres, deux ans) 

•  Inability to render words unfamiliar to them (paroisse, siècle, jusqu’à, accéder, Caraïbe, 

thèmes, prestigieuse, côte-est) 

•  Erratic phrasing and lack of fluency 

 

Section III — Guided Conversation 
 

Performance by candidates ranged from excellent to unsatisfactory but on the whole examiners were 

satisfied with the level of comprehension of the candidates. Answers offered by the average and 

weaker candidates were appropriate but often limited to one sentence or an incomplete statement. 

However, it was reported that at many centres answers were well developed and a wide range of 

idiom was used. 

 

The following areas can benefit from additional attention by teachers preparing candidates for the 

examination: 

•  The inversion form of questions  

•  Appropriate response to a question containing “on” (Quels sont les sports qu’on 

pratique… ? * Je pratique… 

•  Questions beginning Comment est… ?  

•  Raconte-moi, décris, explique… 

•  Taille, pointure, quartier, naître 

•  Use of prepositions before towns and countries   
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Recommendations  

 

Teachers are encouraged to continue exposing students to authentic samples of language and to 

simulate real-life situations in order to practise the target language. Students should also be 

discouraged from requesting many repetitions of a question and from offering one-word answers.  


